
Cochlear Gains Global Financial 
Visibility, Enhances Value of Oracle 
E-Business Suite with GL Wand

“One of the key benefits of GL Wand is its simplicity. 
When faced with training personnel around the 
world, it’s critical that it be done remotely.”

Francis Nocom, Cochlear Limited
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With 70% of the world’s market 
share in the development, 
manufacture and marketing of 
implantable hearing devices, 
Cochlear’s global presence 
creates significant challenges 
in managing financial data.
 
A dedicated Oracle client since 2002, Cochlear  
Limited needed greater consistency in financial 
reporting around the world. With more than 2,500 
employees in the Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific, 
the company exports products to more than 100 
countries, where thousands of hearing health clinics 
help the growing number of people with severe or 
profound hearing impairments.  

Cochlear’s global footprint creates significant 
challenges in managing financial data to reflect both 
the commonalities and differences in geographic 
reporting requirements. In addition, multiple reporting 
requirements at both the corporate and regional 
level were time-consuming for business professionals.

Reporting Processes Needed Speeding Up

“To further complicate matters, finance and 
accounting business users were on multiple systems, 
making consistency difficult at an international 
level,” said Francis Nocom, Applications Manager 
for Cochlear. “Our reporting processes were slowing 
us down and pressure on planning and budgeting 
processes.”

The company’s employees were well-skilled 
in Microsoft Excel, using it for their reports and 
presentations, but they were manually putting 
data from Oracle into Excel. By 2006, it became 
abundantly clear that new tools were needed—
tools that could be implemented easily around the 
world without extensive training.

‘A Happy Discovery for Our Company’

Cochlear’s financial leadership had been exposed to 
GL Wand at an international conference. “We were 
impressed with the tool but were concerned that it 
would not be able to overcome the challenges of a 
global company,” said Nocom. “Excel4apps proved 
us wrong.”

With a full installation free trial, Cochlear began 
testing GL Wand using its own data. “We quickly 
discovered the potential for saving the international 
finance team’s time and improving the quality of its 
financial reporting,” said Nocom. “It was a happy 
discovery for our company.”

Sample GL Wand for Oracle shown

“Because all our users 
are intimately familiar 
with Excel, the training 
was minimal. The time 
savings for everyone is 
incredible.” 
Francis Nocom, Cochlear Limited



“It took less than two hours to train report users 
and no more than six hours for report developers 
to be off and running.”  
Francis Nocom, Cochlear Limited 

According to Nocom, after introducing finance 
team members around the world to the benefits 
of GL Wand, the most common response was 
“When can we start using this?” The company 
purchased the GL Wand package and 
began conducting training around the world, 
which proceeded quickly for users and report 
developers alike. The entire team gave GL Wand 
winning marks and user satisfaction was high—
without exception.

Significant Time Savings

With GL Wand, personnel at both the corporate 
and regional offices are able to work more 
efficiently, with easier reporting and globally 
consistent presentations with the use of 
templates. Users appreciate the three levels of 
drill down: General Ledger, Journal details, and 
Sub-Ledger Section details, so they can quickly 
access the information they need to do their 
jobs.

“We are using GL Wand for month-end 
reconciliations around the world with significant
time savings,” said Nocom. “And ad hoc 
reporting and analysis is quick and easy.”

Clear Visibility with GL Wand

Besides the speed and ease of use, the 
ultimate benefit to Cochlear is clear visibility 
into the company’s financial status anytime 
managers need it. The company now has a 
complete, accurate picture of revenue, COGS, 
budgets, forecasts and expenditures. Tracking 
of expenditures and creation of profit and 
loss reports fast, and the ability to share them 
quickly with cost managers around the world 
ensures that everyone is “on the same page,” 
regardless of location.

In addition, accounting personnel find it easier 
to look for exceptions using GL Wand in Excel, 
compared with Oracle’s standard reports. Variance 
reports to compare and analyze monthly, quarterly 
and year-to-date actuals to budgets and forecasts 
are simple to create, leaving more time for analysis 
and the use of the data for business decisions.

It all adds up to Cochlear realizing greater benefit 
from the Oracle E-Business Suite than ever before. 
“GL Wand allows for easy access to data from the 
different entities within the Oracle E-Business Suite,” 
Nocom said. “Oracle security is maintained, with no 
need for additional passwords or authorizations. We 
are saving countless steps and mouse clicks every 
day as a result.”

www.excel4apps.com

Cochlear’s headquarters are in 
Sydney, Australia.

For nearly three decades, Cochlear 
has delivered innovations in hearing 
to hundreds of thousands of people 
worldwide.

Cochlear has offices in the Americas, 
Europe and Asia Pacific and 2,500 
employees.

The company has been using Oracle 
E-Business Suite since 2002.

Industries served are medical 
devices and patient care.
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Excel4apps is a best-in-class provider 
of Excel-based reporting, inquiry, and  
budget-loading software for Oracle 
and SAP. Designed for finance profes-
sionals, its award-winning GL Wand, 
Reports Wand and Budget Wand 
products easily and securely deliver  
real-time ERP data using  Microsoft  
Excel® to save reporting time and effort.   
Excel4apps serves over 13,000 Oracle 
and SAP users in 61 countries, with  
offices in Australia, the United States, 
United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, 
Singapore, and South Africa. 
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